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Abstract

Social networking sites are platforms that facilitate large-scale information sharing
activities in recent years. Many organizations analyze social networking traffic to gain
market insights in order to observe the latest market trends. These analyses also allow
organizations to identify key promoters who have strong influences on these social
networking platforms to promote their products or services. It is hypothesized that
social trust plays an important role in influential propagation, and it is able to increase
the rate of success in influencing other social nodes in a social network. This research
performs large-scale experimental simulation to study the influential outcome with and
without the presence of social trust in the social nodes.

Keywords: influence diffusion, influential maximization, social trust, trusted influence,
domain specified trust influence

1. Introduction

In the last decade, the number of social networking site users have increased leap and bound
[1]. Social networking sites are great places for one to express opinions toward people,
products or services. Social networking sites disseminate information by influencing current
and new nodes within the social networking environment. Gesenhues [2], Paquette [3] and
Quesenberry [4] found that recommendations on the social networking sites often highly
regarded by consumers. A research carried out by Ewing [5] showed that consumers often
rely extensively on social networking sites referrals to make consumer decisions. In a world
with many uncertainties, interacting with anonymous often raises trust issue. Trust presented
various concerns especially for business operators where information spreading on the social
networking sites may alter reputational impacts toward a business. There are many trust-
related studies [6–9] that were conducted by different researchers, and most of them strongly
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supported that trust played a key role in affecting one's decision. Without doubt, the use of
social networking sites for large-scale information sharing and message spreading is effective
[10–12], but there are still some shortcomings that need to be addressed where it includes
online user-generated contents and the assessment on their credibility. This research suggests
two approaches to investigate trust as a factor on influential maximization and trust with
domain specified social nodes as a factor on influential maximization. The objective of this
research is to uncover trust value of each social node by evaluating social node opinion
consistency and then to evaluate the rate of successful influenced social nodes with and
without the presence of trust and domain specified trust. This research formulates two
hypothesizes. They are as follows: (1) trust is able to positively increase the rate of success-
fully influenced social nodes within a social networking site, and (2) trust is able to positively
increase the rate of successfully influenced social nodes from trusted social networking
site users that are in the same domain. This research also reviewed extensively on trust and
trust-related implementation issues on social networking sites. This article will report the
results gathered from the findings and presents a discussion of the two hypothesizes with a
conclusion.

2. Related works

Constant engagement on social networking sites significantly raises the chance of exposing
one's identity either voluntarily or not voluntarily [13]. Excessive disclosure of one's personal
information raises privacy-related issue and threat. In order to minimize the risk of overex-
posure one's identity, most if not all users on social networking sites [14] masked themselves
using an Internet Identity (IID). They use IID to disguise themselves while communicating
with others on these social networking sites. The process of uncovering the true identity of
an online user one interacts with may not be easy as people constantly adopting new
strategies to restrict the amount of information being disclosed on these social networking
sites. Social networking sites play an important role at spreading information, news or ideas
to all the connected nodes. Social networking sites create an endless source of information
that is readily available for its users, but it is also undeniably that not all information
obtained from social networking sites is always accurate and reliable. The fact that many
social networking site readers and consumers rely extensively on the information obtained
from these social networking sites to make their decision worried many business operators.
Information spreading around social networking sites can change the public's viewpoint
toward a product or service. Most of the user-generated contents on social networking sites
are text, it is always important for business operators to extract and analyze these user-
generated contents to identify key promoters and detractors and, at the same time, to
identify genuine and trustable contents. Figure 1 illustrates how an opinion flows from
different sources and how information is perceived at the recipients.

Given the innumerable amount of information easily obtainable online, trusting a piece of
information has always been a concern. In order to trust any content, it is important to
understand what trust is. Trust is the most fundamental motivation behind different people
cooperating together toward a common goal. There is no absolute definition of how trust can
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be initiated because the definition of trust varies for different applications, and it is always
situational specific. Different researchers and research areas may also have their own defini-
tion of trust such as,

• Trust is defined as willingness to rely on the other partner of the relationship [15].

• Trust is the expectation of belief that any opportunistic behavior will appear by others
[16].

• Trust of one's performance depends on the actions of the counterpart [17].

• Trust increases when expectations of the other party are consistently and reliably met, and
decreases when the other party acts otherwise [18].

• Trust is a mentality action a person uses while trying to reduce uncertainty and complex-
ity when reaching an agreement [19].

• Trust is the subjective probability by which an individual, A, expects that another indi-
vidual, B, performs a given action on which its welfare depends [20].

• Challenged: Falcone & Castelfranchi—having high reliability in a person in general
does not necessarily sufficient to decide such person is very dependable [21].

Figure 1. Opinion propagation model.
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It is also said that the value of trust changes when it is being applied differently. The Trust
Referent Characteristic table developed by Mcknight [22] best describes the trust-related char-
acteristics that a node may display in an online environment. In this research, the Trust
Referent Characteristics table has been improved with additional identified values by analyz-
ing datasets obtained from [23–25]. Table 1 shows the updated Trust Referent Characteristic
table.

This research examines the integrity of user-generated contents (highlighted in grey) as a form
of trust on the social networking sites. Since social networking sites contain large amount of
unstructured texts, content integrity can be analyzed by adopting text analysis algorithms
from many researchers [26–29]. Algorithmic details and latest research application updates
can be found in Ref. [30, 31]; therefore, it will not be covered in this article. Diffusion equations
used in this research are formulated using Kempe's [32, 33] activation function. Eq. (1) illus-
trates Kempe's function:

Pvðu, SÞ ¼ ƒvðS ∪fugÞ − ƒvðSÞ
1 − ƒvðSÞ

(1)

Trust-related characteristic Second-order conceptual category

Competent

Expert

Experience

Dynamic Competence

Predictable

Foresight Predictability

Good moral

Good will

Benevolent, Caring

Responsive Benevolence

Honest Integrity

Credible

Reliable
Dependable

Openness

Careful Psychology, mentality

Shared understanding

Contemplation Knowledgeable

Personally attractive Prospect

Table 1. Trust referent characteristic table.
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3. Research methodology

The process of profiling trust involves two stages where the first stage uses Texted Oriented
Opinion Mining [30] algorithm to analyze user-generated text contents of each social node and
return a trust probability score with a minimum value of 0 and a maximum value of 1, and the
second stage is to analyze the cumulative objective score of each social node's text contents.
The simulation uses Matlab r2016a in the experiment where genetic algorithm diffusion model
(GADM) is the base algorithm that performs the influential diffusion. The Virtual Social Node
(VSN) algorithm plays a simple yet important role in the influential diffusion process by
simulating a virtual social network consisting of nodes and relationship links between nodes.
The virtual social network simulated by VSN is structured as a ∪ b or c ∩ (a ∪ b) (Figure 2) such
that A is the highest superset of all nodes in the social network, and a, b, c… n are subsets of A
denoted as {a, b, c…n} ⊂ A and consist of a total of 5117944 social nodes. The influence
diffusion adopts the bottom-up approach where it initiates from the lowest subset all the way
to the highest superset. These algorithms had been published in Refs. [31, 30, 34] therefore will
not be discussed in detail in this article.

GADM operates in a way that an influence is diffused to any social nodes given the existence
of a physical link between the source node and the recipient node. Any influence diffused by
GADM is considered successful if the influence propagated and acknowledged by the recipi-
ent social node. A number of enhancements will be carried out on GADM. These enhanced
algorithms are trust-enhanced genetic algorithm diffusion model (T-GADM) that includes
trust values calculated from the uncovering of trusted social node process into the influential
diffusion and calculation process. In addition, domain values are included into the enhanced
T-GADM resulting into the domain specified trust-enhanced genetic algorithm diffusion
model (DST-GADM). On top of the diffusion of influence from trusted social nodes, DST-

Figure 2. Social network relationship diagram.
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GADM brings influence diffusion to a whole new level, where these influences will be diffused
to target at recipient social nodes that shares the similar interest (or domains) with the source
social node. The results generated by these algorithms are presented as probability values with
a minimum value of 0 and a maximum value of 1, with an accuracy of 3 decimal points. Details
of the algorithm design are discussed in Section4.

4. Algorithm design, development and implementation

This section discusses the design, development and implementation of the algorithms in this
research. There are two algorithms to be discussed: trust-enabled generic algorithm diffusion
model (T-GADM) and domain specified trust-enabled generic algorithm diffusion model
(DST-GADM). These algorithms will be discussed in their respective subsections. It is also
acknowledged that the operation of T-GADM and DST-GADM also rely on two additional
sub-modules namely the enhanced text analysis (E-TA) with the presence of Trusted Social
Node algorithm (TSN) and Virtual Social Node algorithm (VSN). These algorithms had been
published in Refs. [30, 31, 34] therefore will not be discussed in this article.

4.1. Trust-enhanced Generic Algorithm Diffusion Model

Trust-enhanced Generic Algorithm Diffusion Model (T-GADM) is the enhanced algorithm
version from generic algorithm diffusion model (GADM) where the source social node's trust
value is taken into consideration when calculating the recipient social node's influence accep-
tance. The likelihood of a social node accepting an influence given the trusted source node is
calculated by the application of certainty factor that measures the belief or disbelief conditional
probabilities Pr(Ai|T) as illustrated in Eq. (2).

PrðAijTÞ ¼ PrðTjCiÞPrðAÞ
PrðTjCiÞPrðAÞ þ PrðTj¬CiÞPrð¬AÞ (2)

Where:

• Pr(Ai|T): Chance of having an influence accepted by the recipient (Ai) given a trusted
source (T). This is what the algorithm wants to calculate.

• Pr(T|Ci): Chance of having a trusted social node (T) given that it shows significant
interactive consistency.

• Pr(A): Chance of having a recipient node to accept an influence.

• Pr(¬A): Chance of having a recipient node to not accept an influence.

• Pr(T|¬Ci): Chance of having a trusted social node (T) given that does not show significant
interactive consistency.

The results generated from Eq. (3) are then used to evaluate the certainty factor that the
influence has been successfully ingested. This is achieved by applying Eq. (3) as measure-of-
belief and Eq. (4) for measure-of-disbelief, then finally calculating the certainty values by
applying Eq. (5).
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MBðHacceptjEtrustÞ ¼ max½PrðAjTÞ,PrðαÞ�−PrðαÞ
1−PrðαÞ (3)

MDðHacceptjEtrustÞ ¼ min½PrðAjTÞ,PrðαÞ�−PrðαÞ
1−PrðαÞ (4)

CF ¼ MBðHacceptjEtrustÞ−MDðHacceptjEtrustÞ
1−min½MBðHacceptjEtrustÞ,MDðHacceptjEtrustÞ� (5)

Eqs. (4)–(6) calculate the following parameters:

• PrAT: The probability of acceptance given the trust variance of a source node.

• MB_HaEt: The strength (measure) of belief the node will accept the influence.

• MD_HaEt: The strength (measure) of disbelief the node will accept the influence.

• cf: Certainty factor grouping of the current evaluating node.

• success: Describes the successfulness of the node being influenced. This criterion only
applies if the threshold value is set prior to the evaluation. There is no specification on
what the threshold value should be used. The threshold value is chosen based on the
assessor's preferred influential range.

The following pseudocode illustrates the implementation of the T-GADM influential diffusion
algorithm.

START

//Eqn ver 1 w/trust (Baysean Prop)

FUCNTION probability_v1(St,Ra)

Set PrAT = ((Ra * St) + St)/2;

return round(PrAT, 4);

END FUNCTION

//Eqn ver 2 w/trust (Enhanced Baysean)

FUNCTION probability_v2(St,Ra)

Set notRa = 1 - Ra;

Set notSt = 1 - St;

Set PrAT = ((Ra * St)/((Ra * St) + (notRa * notSt))) *

(1 - 0.13);

return round(PrAT, 4);

END FUNCTION

FUNCTION belief(const,PrAT,St,Ra)

Set MB_HaEt = ((max(PrAT,constant)) - constant)/(1 - constant);

return round(MB_HaEt, 4);

END FUNCTION

FUNCTION disbelief(const,PrAT,St,Ra)

Set MD_HaEt = ((min(PrAT, constant)) - constant)/(0 - constant);

return round(MD_HaEt, 4);
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END FUNCTION

FUNCTION cf(MB_HaEt,MD_HaEt){

Set cf = (MB_HaEt - MD_HaEt)/(1 - (min(MB_HaEt, MD_HaEt)));

return round(cf, 4);

END FUNCTION

//Check Threshold

FUNCTION checkThresh(value,threshold){

IF input >= threshold

return ‘accepted';

ELSE

return ‘rejected';

END IF

END FUNCTION

END

4.2. Domain specified trust-enhanced generic algorithm diffusion model

This research also investigates the application of domain-related trusted social nodes in order
to examine whether this will further increase the rate of successfully influenced social nodes on
a social network platform. Domain in this research represents the interest groups a social node
involves or participates in. Domain specified analysis is an extended module from the T-
GADM. In the domain specified trust influence diffusion algorithm, an additional step that
uncovers domains of each social node from the dataset is needed. All the domain relationship
links harvested are illustrated as a conceptual diagram in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Harvested domains and domain links for domain specified trust influential maximization conceptual diagram.
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The relationship between two domains is calculated by applying the concept mapping [35, 36]
and weighing technique [37] where domain relationships are classified into three tiers:

• Domain major (node)—Is a form of specification or excellency to which a variable for-
mally commits or inherits. Any domain can be a domain major, but only one domain can
be the domain major at any given time.

• Level 2 domain (solid line)—Consist of entities that are directly correlate to the domain
major (part of, extension of, subset) but do not serve as a domain major at point of
analysis.

• Domain Minor (dashed line)—Consist of entities that are mostly not directly correlate to
the domain major nor the second-order domain, but domain may consist of certain
entities that portray traits and characteristics that relate to the domain major.

Each harvested domain, domain relationship links and domain relationship weights are then
indexed using Domain ID (Domain Identity represented by a value) (as seen in Table 2).

Domain major Level 2 domain Domain minor

ID Weight ID Weight ID Weight

[01] 1.0 [16] 0.7821 [06] 0.3237

[02] 1.0 [10] 0.6762 –

[03] 1.0 – [12] 0.2997

[04] 1.0 [08] 0.8967 [12] 0.5521

[05] 1.0 [14] 0.6887 [16] 0.2194

[06] 1.0 [09] 0.4571 [01] 0.2857

[16] 0.3321 [24] 0.1756

[07] 1.0 [10] 0.3123 [24] 0.2752

[15] 0.5231

[08] 1.0 [04] 0.6774 [12] 0.5882

[09] 1.0 [06] 0.7987 [15] 0.1725

[10] 0.2141

[16] 0.2365

[10] 1.0 [02] 0.2379 [09] 0.1423

[07] 0.2656

[11] 1.0 [13] 0.4597 [12] 0.2178

[12] 1.0 [11] 0.2287 –

[04] 0.3212

[08] 0.3101

[13] 1.0 [11] 0.3427 [16] 0.1563

[14] 1.0 [05] 0.5638 –
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Domain specified trust influence uses Eq. (6) for social influential acceptance-related calculations.

DwPrðAijTÞ ¼ ½PrðAijTÞ þ PrðAijTÞðDmjrþ ∑∩L2þ ∑∩DmnrÞ�
1þ PrðAijTÞðDmjrþ ∑∩L2þ ∑∩DmnrÞ (6)

Where

• DwPr(Ai|T): Chance of having an influence accepted by the recipient (Ai) given a trusted
source (T) with the presence of certain domain entities (Dw).

• Pr(Ai|T): Chance of having an influence accepted by the recipient (Ai) given a trusted
source (T). This is what the algorithm previously calculated.

• Dmjr: Represents the weight inherited by the domain major. In this research, since the
domain major represents absolute identical relationship to the domain inherited by the
node in analysis, therefore the concept weight between the node in analysis and domain
major is 1.0.

• ∑⋂L2: Represents the summation of all weights of intersected level 2 domains with the
domain inherited by the node in analysis.

Domain major Level 2 domain Domain minor

ID Weight ID Weight ID Weight

[15] 1.0 [07] 0.8469 [09] 0.2112

[23] 0.1211

[16] 1.0 [01] 0.5485 [09] 0.1653

[06] 0.2324 [05] 0.1536

[17] 1.0 [09] 0.4439 [06] 0.2846

[18] 1.0 – –

[19] 1.0 [22] 0.4575 [21] 0.2133

[20] 1.0 – [19] 0.1556

[21] 1.0 [22] 0.3354 [19] 0.1757

[22] 1.0 [19] 0.4121 [10] 0. 2675

[02] 0.1294

[23] 1.0 [24] 0.3216 [06] 0.1128

[15] 0.2144

[24] 1.0 [15] 0.4174 [23] 0.1127

[07] 0.2152 [10] 0.1216

Table 2. Weighted domain specified referent table.
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• ∑⋂ Dmnr: Represents the summation of all weights of intersected domain minors with
the domain inherited by the node in analysis.

The following pseudocode illustrates the implementation of the DST-GADM influential diffu-
sion algorithm

START

Import domains as domainsCache

//Eqn ver 3 w/trust and domain (Enhanced Baysean)

FUNCTION probability_v3(St,Ra,links,levels)

Set mjr = 0;

Set l2 = 0;

Set mnr = 0;

//Explode node links

Set links = explode(‘|', links);

Set major = links.getLastElement();

//Find associative domains

FOREACH domainsCache as key and payload

IF payload.get['major'] == major

Set use = domainsCache.get[key];

END IF

END FOREACH

//Prep traverse levels

Set traverseArrays = [];

IF levels == 1

Set mjr = (float) mjr(use,links);

ELSE IF levels == 2

Set mjr = (float) mjr(use,links);

Set l2 = (float) level2(use,links);

ELSE IF levels == 3

Set mjr = (float) mjr(use,links);

Set l2 = (float) level2(use,links);

Set mnr = (float) mnr(use,links);

END IF

Set notRa = 1 - Ra;

Set notSt = 1 - St;

Set prob = ((Ra * St)/((Ra * St) + (notRa * notSt))) *

(1 - 0.13);

Set PrAT = (prob + (prob * mjr) + (prob * l2) + (prob * mnr))/

(1 + (prob * mjr) + (prob * l2) + (prob * mnr));

return round(PrAT, 4);

END FUNCTION

//Calculate domain weightages (returns calculated values)
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FUNCTION mjr(use,links)

IF links.getLastElemet() == use.get['major'])

Set payloads = use.get['payload'];

return payloads['majorWeight'];

ELSE

return 0;

END IF

END FUNCTION

FUNCTION level2(use,links)

Set payloads = use.get['payload'];

Set payloads = payloads.get['level2'];

Set cumulativeWeight = 0;

FOREACH links as link

FOREACH payloads as payload

IF payload.get['domainID'] == link

Set cumulativeWeight += payload.get['weight'];

END IF

END FOREACH

END FOREACH

return cumulativeWeight;

END FUNCTION

FUNCTION mnr(use,links)

Set payloads = use.get['payload'];

Set payloads = payloads.get['minor'];

Set cumulativeWeight = 0;

FOREACH links as link

FOREACH payloads as payload

IF payload.get['domainID'] == link

Set cumulativeWeight += payload.get['weight'];

END IF

END FOREACH

END FOREACH

return cumulativeWeight;

END FUNCTION

4.3. Acceptance threshold

Threshold value represents the level of certainty both the source node and the recipient
node must adhere to. By increasing the threshold value means increasing the quality of
influencing messages and the level of trust propagated from the source social node, hence
it potentially reducing the number of successfully influenced social nodes. Since there is no
common specification on what threshold value should be used and the values often
depend on the researcher's preference, threshold value used in this research is set to
neutral or zero (0).
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5. Results and discussion

In this article, results generated from the proposed genetic algorithm diffusion model
(GADM), enhanced genetic algorithm diffusion model (T-GADM) and domain specified
trust-enhanced genetic algorithm diffusion model (DST-GADM) will be compared and
discussed respectively. Figure 4 shows the difference between results generated from the base
algorithm and the trust-enhanced algorithm on the effects of the rates of successfully
influenced social nodes within the simulated social networking environment, whereas Figure 5
illustrates the successful influence acceptance rates with threshold value set to default (0).

Figure 4. Acceptance probability for GADM vs. T-GADM.

Figure 5. Acceptance statistics for GADM vs. T-GADM.
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All percentages presented in this section are calculated by averaging the differences on the rate of
successfully influenced social nodes between two or more algorithms where the GADM algo-
rithm will serve as the benchmark. The analysis showed that by comparing results generated
between GADM (base algorithm without trusted social node) and T-GADM (enhanced algo-
rithm with trusted social node), the T-GADM algorithm yields 5.79% increment on the rate of
successfully influenced social nodes compared to GADM. Such increment on the rate of success-
fully influenced social nodes is because social nodes that are trustworthy have higher tendency
of being accepted by other social nodes; therefore, influence spread by these trustworthy
social nodes may strongly be accepted. Furthering the analysis, results generated show that the

Figure 6. Acceptance probability for GADM vs. T-GADM vs. DST-GADM Tier 1, 2 and 3.

Figure 7. Acceptance rates for GADM vs. T-GADM vs. DST-GADM Tier 1, 2 and 3.
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DST-GADM (domain specified trust influence) yields a further 4% improvement on the rate of
successfully influenced social nodes when it is compared to T-GADM (enhanced algorithm with
trusted social node) and about 10% improvement on the rate of successfully influenced social
nodes when it is compared to GADM (base algorithm without trusted social node). Such
improvement is expected since it is said that trusted social nodes that share the similar interest
would be better at influencing social nodes within the interest group. Analysis results are
illustrated in Figures 6 and 7. Both results also concluded the hypothesis presented in this article
where it is said that social trust plays an important role in influential propagation, and it is able
to increase the rate of success in influencing other social nodes in a social network.

6. Conclusion

The outcome of this research has shown considerable increments in the rate of successfully
influenced social nodes between 5.58% and 5.89% with the presence of social trust within social
nodes. The result has also shown that the rate of successfully influenced social nodes can be
further improved with the introduction of domain specified trust with an additional increment
between 0.02 and 4.31%. The results also suggest that the rate of successfully influenced social
nodes may vary when different levels of domain relationship links are introduced such as the
presence of domain majors, level 2 domains and domain minors, although it is also seen that
some of social nodes may not be affected by the additional levels of domain relationship links. It
is also found that some social nodes’ acceptance probability dropped while comparing between
the base algorithm and the trust enabled algorithm. This outcome is aligned with our initial
expectation because the drop in certain social nodes’ acceptance probability can be caused by
source nodes with lower trust values. On the whole, the dataset used in this research had an
average increment value of 9% on the rate of successfully influenced social nodes with the
application of trusted social node and domain-specified trust, including domains from all three
tiers of domain relationship links classified for this research. Although the incremental percent-
ages is insignificant, but consider the size of the dataset is large and the characteristics of different
dataset used in the research may influence the performance, the marginal improvement found
needs to be taken into consideration in this context. Finally, research also foresees two possible
future researches that can be applied to further enhance the social nodes influence strength and
the acceptance results obtained from this research. These applications include distance weighted
trust and trust value down the lane.
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